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· Easily adjustable 10 ft. strap length anchors to any identifiably safe tree, 
beam or play structure

· Hang any swing safely while protecting your tree – wide strap minimizes 
damage to trees and is safer, stronger, and easier to use than rope

· Tree strap made of 1-7/8” non-stretch polyester 5-panel 100% polyester 
webbing – resistant to abrasion, water, and contains UV inhibitors that 
prevent sunlight decay

· Loop ends are securely doubled over for more durable connection points 
with swing hardware

· Box-X pattern sewn into strap to ensure uniform stitch length and strength

Contents
· (1) 10 ft. (120 in.) strap

installation instructions
1.  Find your spot. Locate beam, playground, or healthy horizontal tree branch (branch should be a minimum 8” in 

diameter). Area surrounding hanging site should be clear of obstacles and over flat, soft terrain. 

2. Wrap tree strap around healthy sturdy branch or 
other object and pass one loop through the other. The excess 
strap should hang from the underside of the branch. (A)

3. To adjust height of strap continue to wrap strap around tree branch and through the loop multiple times until desire 
length is achieved (B) or create loop with center of strap and pull both ends through (C). 

4. Pull strap tightly to secure against branch.

5. Attach your swing securely to the hanging loop(s) using optional carabiner or by attaching swing hanging hardware 
directly to the loop.

IMPORTANT: 
· Check your strap frequently for signs of wear. If any part of the kit is worn down, do not use. 
· Tree strap safely supports maximum weight of 800 lbs.
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